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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers has several independent Salesforce projects this quarter involving shared objects and a complex
deployment process managed by a DevOps team. While smoke testing the shared user acceptance testing (UAT)
environment, the business analyst (BA) noticed that one of the minor changes to the Account to the Account page
layout for the project is missing. The client is eager to begin its UAT. 

What should the BA do to address the issue? 

A. Make the page layout change directly in UAT so the client can begin testing. 

B. Log a defect for the page layout change and discuss it with the DevOps team. 

C. Ask the project manager to reschedule UAT until after the defect is resolved 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers (UC) stores information about its containers in the standard Salesforce Product object. UC deals
with data integrity issues, such as the Container Color field fails to update on all containers when the color is updated on
a Container Product Line. The project owner mentioned that a previous consultant recommended that UC move to a
more normalized data model to represent its containers. 

What should the business analyst review to learn more about the previous consultant\\'s recommendation? 

A. Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) 

B. System requirements specification 

C. Change request logs 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

As part of the digital transformation at Cloud Kicks, company leaders have decided to adopt Service Cloud as its CRM
platform for customer service and support. Executive directors are supportive of the initiative, but end users are
unconvinced and prefer to remain on the current platform. 

What should the business analyst do to gain the end users\\' cooperation? 

A. Respond to end users with empathy and accommodate their needs; translate the end users\\' needs into technical
requirements; and deliver the project to the developers to implement the solution. 

B. Use an assertive influencing style; demonstrate authority and expertise; outline the project objectives; and make sure
end users know that the decision has been made and the time to make changes has passed. 

C. Identify key stakeholders and develop relationships with them as a trusted advisor; involve stakeholders and end
users in the design of the new solution; and act as a liasion between business and technical teams. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Northern Trail Outfitters is undergoing a Service Cloud implementation and has decided to use the Scrum methodology
for the implementation. A business analyst (BA) received an urgent, high-priority change request m the middle of a
sprint. Which step should the BA take next? 

A. Add the change request to the backlog to be prioritized for the next sprint. 

B. De-prioritize some user stones and add the change request to the current sprint. 

C. Begin working on the change request as soon as the team has capacity. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Cloud Kicks is planning to create a new Service Cloud console app for its services team to resolve issues with delayed
shipments to customers. The business analyst (BA) wrote the user stories based on a written list of requirements
provided by the manager of the services team. Upon stakeholder review with the entire services team, many of the user
stories were rejected and the BA had to revise them. 

When the BA wrote the initial user stories, what was the likely cause of the issue? 

A. The user stories focused on well-defined personas. 

B. The project team failed to discuss the user stories as a group. 

C. The acceptance criteria of the user stories were too specific. 

Correct Answer: B 
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